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Game Review:   EVE Online 

13 Years Later, Still Going Strong 
By: C.J. Walsh a.k.a. Jahlon 

 

Eve Online by CCP is by far, hands down the greatest sandbox MMO ever created.   Beyond a shadow of a 

doubt this is my number one favorite game of all time.   The industry standard and the textbook definition of 

Emergent Gameplay, other games wish they could create 10% of the player driven content that Eve does 

every single day. 

Currently finishing up its 12th year and will celebrate its 13th Birthday in May of 2016.  I could write tons of 

information about the history of Eve, but if you are interested, why don’t you hit up the Wikipedia article 

because I’d rather talk about the game review rather than the game story. 

So, if the game is 13 years old, why would you want to jump in and start playing Eve Now?  Quite simply the 

game isn’t just a game, it’s a fully developed universe.  It’s not just a game you feel like you are playing, the 

game becomes an infectious disease that begins to wrap around your brain and you start thinking about the 

game, and your plan for that night when you get home, for tomorrow, and then next week, and then next 

month.    It doesn’t matter what kind of player you are, Eve has something for you.   While the game is very 

PvP centric when you leave Empire Space or you join the militias, if you don’t like PvP don’t be discouraged.   

Eve has achieved perfection in its blending of PvP and PvE content.   For the diehard PvE “Carebear” there 

a quests, mining, manufacture, playing the market, moon-mining, spreadsheet development, POS 

management, exploration, wormholes, my God there is so much stuff to do I almost want to download it and 

get back into game right now.     

Now, before I go on anymore, the only reason why I don’t play Eve Online anymore is because my wife, Kandriss, 

doesn’t like it.   If she did, well yeah I’d still be in game, but happy wife equals a happy life and the family that games 

together, stays together.   Although, if they ever release a clean fresh virgin server, I’m going back to Eve and dragging 

here and the Paradox Gaming Network with me.       

While my personal opinion of Eve is that it is an awesome game, I will warn people that the following things 

are allowed by the Terms of Service:   Scamming, pirating, harassment, theft, corporate espionage.   This puts 

a lot of people off the game right away.  Yes, people can scam you, they can blow you up for no reason, they 

can clean out your corporate (read: guild) hangar (read: bank) and the GMs will not restore any of the stolen 

items.   The only time there is any GM interference is when someone is hacking, exploiting or botting, of if 

the game mechanics failed or were bypassed.    

Also, this game is what you call full-loot drop.   When you lose a ship, some or all of the modules will be 

destroyed; although some may fall into a wreckage can.   If you did not have insurance on the ship, you are 

out a ship and the fittings.   This can be a costly mistake for new players that rush into a ship they are under 

skilled for.  The good news is, you can never be totally without a ship, whenever you dock into a station 

where you do not have a ship your faction gives you one for free. 
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So, all those things above are the bad news, they are also the good news.    Eve is a game where every player 

shapes the Universe.   The decisions you make in one start system can change the nature of the game for 

another player dozens of systems away.   A subtle act of betrayal can send ripples through an Alliance.   Being 

the right ship at the right time can prevent an enemy fleet from being able to bridge in Capitals.  A well timed 

scramble can trap an enemy Fleet Commander away from his support fleet.  Since it is a persistent universe, 

even the smallest player can make a big impact.         

Have you ever wanted to be the bad guy?  Well in Eve you can.   Corporate theft can net you a fortune.  It 

can also cost you your reputation.   

Eve has a very difficult learning curve; the reason for this is how skills are learned.  In Eve there is no 

“grinding” for XP.  You will gain skill point at a set rate every minute of every day.  Yes, this does mean that 

your character is getting new skills even when you are offline or sleeping, provided you have kept enough 

new things to learn in your skill queue. 

Some new players feel that since there are some players with 8-12 years of experience on their character sheet 

they are never going to be able to catch up.   While this is true, you are never going to catch their raw skill 

point total, what matters is how skills are broken up.    It takes a new player about 3 months to get the base 

skills they need to be fairly effective as a PvEer and PvPer, but it’s not as if during those three months the 

player isn’t gaining any new abilities.  After that the character moves into specializing.   Specializing ships, 

specializing weapon systems, basically figuring out what they want to do with that character.   Even is so 

specialized that you pick a size of ship, then the preferred weapon system for that ship, then its special 

abilities.   You eventually can catch up to 12 year veterans, because there is only so good you can be in a 

particular ship.    

For Example:  Once you can fly a frigate at level V in all frigate related skills, someone else in a frigate can’t 

be any better than you.   They may have 100,000,000 more skill points than you, but a lot of that is invested 

into ship skills, which since you only ever fly 1 ship at a time, you eventually close the effective skill point gap. 

Another thing I love about Eve is that you only ever really need 1 character.    You can only train one 

character at time on your account (unless you enable multiple skill trainings).  However, some people like to 

just have different accounts to do different things.  I used to run four accounts at the same time because I 

liked to mine, I actually found it relaxing. 

Eve is also a very social game.  It’s about starting a new character, sticking with the game for a few weeks 

because the initial hurdle is hard and it’s not for everyone, and then finding a corporation you can fly with for 

a bit to learn the game. 

If you have ever wanted to play a game where you could do anything you wanted, Eve is about as close as you 

are going to get.   You can own a star system or several star systems, you can mine ice all day, and you can sit 

in station and ship spin.   Anything you want to do, you can do.   In fact, with the right reputation you can sit 

in station and get two corporations to go to war without every firing a shot.    
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